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WHO WE ARE



WE OFFER AN IMPRESSIVE AND UNIQUE 
EXPERIENCE WITH A SUITABLE COST AND 
A PERFECT SPEED, AND USING THE MOST 
RECENT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVICES.

ELITE VIRTUAL IS A SAUDI VIRTUAL
EVENTS PLATFORM THAT BRINGS
EXPERIENCE & INTELLIGENCE TOGETHER.

We provide our customers with an integrated service system that outfits all 
that they need and perfectly completes their activities.

Also enables the audience to actively participate in the events which relate, 
starting with working on the idea, planning it, organizing it, and then 
marketing it. Then, it ends with the implementation phase.
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OUR VISION
To be the leading company in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia and MENA in organizing 
events and conferences virtually
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OUR GOALS 
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WE STRIVE TO CREATE SPACE FOR 
EVERYONE TO SHINE IN THEIR OWN 
WAY AND FOLLOW THEIR PASSION

Maintaining a good image 
of the virtual events

Developing client 
investments through 
high-level broadcasting

Providing technical advice based on 
extensive studies in this field

Achieving a broadcast experience 
that represents clients’ happiness 
and success.
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OUR VALUES
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Adding value comes first, so we deliver more than 
the expected value to our customers

We take full responsibility for providing an 
exciting experience for our clients.

It is all the effort we put into the 
work.

Fast-forward solutions, looks like 
LIGHT'S SPEED.

Adding Value

Commitment

Efficiency

Speed

High quality

As your event grows, we strive to achieve an advanced 
experience that helps in attracting attention.
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OUR SERVICES



Virtual conferences

Virtual exhibitions

Virtual Trade shows

Exhibitions for virtual education 

Launching virtual products 

Setting a virtual open day 

Virtual annual meeting 

Virtual compact meetings 

Virtual personal events 

Virtual workshops

Virtual job ads 

Virtual employment fairs 

WE INNOVATE IN PROVIDING 
SERVICES TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND 

STRIVE TO MEET THEIR NEEDS

WE CAN ORGANIZE ANY EVENT
BASED ON YOUR NEEDS
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HOW WE WORK



Consultation :

Our management team discusses the ideas of the event with the 
client. Then, they start planning and searching about the 
mechanism of its implementation, so that it will be carried out with 
high experiences

Developing the idea :

After the main terms are agreed upon, they will be integrated into 
conformity to the modern technologies, the using codes, and the 
safe payment methods, which make your event spread globally.

Working on the event : 

After furnishing the ideas and formulating them as required, the 
event phase begins. The hosting phase, reserving a domain, and 
preparing a broadcast montage are fulfilled to organize your event.

Achievement : 

The previous stages have to be integrated to get you in this stage, 
achievement. Here we deliver you a perfect and integrated project.

Receiving support : 

We are fully prepared to give you all forms of support you need 
wherever you are and whenever you want.

Elite Virtual goes through several stages to 
complete the mission professionally

We will keep in 
touch with you till 
the last moment.



OUR USED
TECHNOLOGY

With Elite in our 3D environment
making virtuality closer to reality



Our Platform supports live video Streaming 
including attendee chat features. 
So, attendees can ask their questions to the live 
event host.

To feel the real in our virtual events! We have the booths, 
halls, workshops, an imaginary environment that 
enables the visitor to move similarly to reality.

3D EnvironmentLive Streaming

Live feeds can power mixed reality experiences, 
Interacting with fellow attendees who live in virtual 
environments is a massive answer that VR gives to 
the eternal question, how can I attend if I can't make 
it in person, and that’s our magical touch.

360 technology
We provide you a stunning event using Visual-effects and 
post-production techniques for compositing (layering) 
two images or video streams together based on color 
hues (Chroma range) for a mind-blowing and interactive 
virtual event.

Chroma Key Setup
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Take the attendee experience to new levels with elite 
Virtual Event App, by using :
-Elite Virtual App
-Your Custom Branded own App

Mobile App application
Let the conversation with our Chatting Tools fly high! 
Elite virtual gives your event a unique interactive 
experience. It allows them to keep in touch with each 
other.

Voice & Text chat

In Elite, we can offer a system for registering to the 
virtual event and booking tickets which gives you a 
closer experience to reality.

Ticketing & registration System

Q&A and polls  are tools to help Event organizers to pull 
you into the event. It also lets you co-create it in 
real-time participation.

Q&A, Polls
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 OUR FEATURES



We highlight 
your brand in a 
distinctive way

Fully Branded

Unlimited visitor
We have very strong servers that can hold unlimited 
visitors, also we depend on a cybersecurity indicator 
system that allows us to link to another server in case the 
site malfunctions or slows down.

Online Payment Solution
To make it easy for you, Too many payment options make 
the customer move easily, there's more than one way to 
pay.

High Quality-Analytics
Measure your event’s impact with a very high analysis, 
Digital detailed reports can be produced on the event 
attendees, as well as numbers from the event's outcome, 
advertising, and marketing, all of the numbers and 
statistics for the event can be viewed.

Support All Devices
ELITE supports understanding templates so you can rest 
assured that your attendees will hold up even when they’re 
on the move via any mobile or tablet device.

7/24 Support
A full support team is in place to resolve any technical issue 
there is a possibility; our task is to get your event going well 
and to get off to a great finish.

Attendees Networking
Before, after, and during the event, you can exchange 
personal cards to increase and interconnect relationships.

Fully Branded work depending on our main BRAND. We 
show your brand very well, for example, you can control 
the link to the event itself, by controlling all the elements of 
your event, allowing you to easily form your identity & your 
sponsor image.
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WHY ELITE ?



Virtual Event Planning and Management

Speaker Management and Technical Training

Technical, Video, Audio and Streaming Management

Virtual Conference Promotions & Marketing Consulting & Support

Event Communications Strategy and Management

Virtual Networking, Activities, Gamification, and Collaboration

Virtual Team Building and Brainstorming Sessions

Sponsor Management

Brand Experience & Attendee Engagement Strategy & Execution

Post-event Survey and Follow-Up Solutions

In Elite, we support you on every step 
of the way to organize your event in 
the best possible way, through
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OUR TEAM



ELITE VIRTUAL CONSISTS OF 
SEVERAL TEAMS TO SERVE YOU 
ANY TIME YOU WANT

operations team
It’s the team that takes care of running 
the event perfectly. It plans, directs, 
implements, and markets ideas.

Creative Team
 It brings creative ideas that will make 
your experience perfect and distinctive.

development team
It enhances the capabilities of the 
previous team and amends any 
deficiencies appearing in some aspects.

Support team
It stays with you 24 hours so that 
technical problems will be quickly 
fixed.

Our teams collaborate together to 
provide you with high-quality services
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OUR LATEST EVENT



Project Name

Client Name

Interactive Market
for Commercial Franchise

General Authority for Small
& Medium Enterprises (Monsha'at)

About Project
A virtual event that brings both trademark owners and 
entrepreneurs together to obtain a commercial franchise 
opportunity with the participation of government, financing, 
advisory and legal agencies to provide an integrated 
investment environment. 500

Total
visitors 

Used
technology 

Type of
project
Exhibition - Conference



Project Name

Client Name

Annual Meeting

Saudi Food and Drug Authority

About Project
Annual Meeting of Saudi Food
and Drug Authority

1000

Total
visitors 

Used
technology 

Type of
project
Annual Meeting 

Virtual stage 
Technology Chroma 
360 Technologies



Project Name

Client Name

SIPHA 2021
(Saudi International Pharmaceutical
Sciences Meetings & Workshops)

Saudi Pharmaceutical Association

About Project
Conference, Workshops, and Medical
Exhibitions

+2000

Total
visitors 

Used
technology 

Type of
project
- Conference
- Exhibition
- Workshops

- Virtual stage
- Technology Chroma
- 2D Technology



Project Name

Client Name

Industry Business
Women Conference

Saudi Authority for Industrial Cities
& Technology Zones
(Modon)

About Project
A virtual conference in the presence of the Minister of 
Industry reviews the role of women in the industrial side in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

+2000

Total
visitors 

Used
technology 

Type of
project
Conference

- 2D Technology



OUR CLIENTS





Contact us
Do you plan to organize a virtual 
event? Immediately contact us and 
leave it to us!

www.elitevir.com

info@elitevir.com

966580445151

@elitevirtualsa


